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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two benefits of using Cisco NSO? (Choose two.)
A. It uses load balancing services for better traffic distribution.
B. It can replace the CI/CD pipeline tools.
C. It automatically discovers all deployed services.
D. It easily integrates into northbound systems and APIs.
E. It abstracts the device adapter and complex device logic from the service logic.
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Reference: https://www.ciscolive.com/c/dam/r/ciscolive/us/docs/2018/pdf/BRKDCN-2498.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Users on a TCP/IP network are able to ping resources using IP addresses. However, they are
unable to connect to those resources through their host names. A malfunction or failure of
which of the following servers may be the cause of the issue?
A. DNS
B. DHCP
C. Proxy
D. WINS
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named contoso.com. The functional level of
the forest is Windows Server 2008 R2.
All of the user accounts in the marketing department are members of a group named
ContosoMarketingUsers. All of the computer accounts in the marketing department are
members of a group named ContosoMarketingComputers.
A domain user named User1 is a member of the ContosoMarketingUsers group. A computer
named Computer1 is a member of the ContosoMarketingComputers group.
You have five Password Settings objects (PSOs). The PSOs are defined as shown in the following
table.
When User1 logs on to Computer1 and attempts to change her password, she receives an error
message indicating that her password is too short.

You need to tell User1 what her minimum password length is.
What should you tell User1?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D
Explanation:
One PSO has a precedence value of 2 and the other PSO has a precedence value of 4. In this
case, the PSO that has the precedence value of 2 has a higher rank and, hence, is applied to the
object.
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